Comparison Guidelines
Description
We have categorized the health policy to simplify the comparison based on their constraints.
Policy categories are Mediclaim policy, Top-up Policy, Senior Citizen Policy, Critical Illness Policy,
Hospital Cash Policy, and Special/Other Policy.
So Health policies are compared based on their type, policy category, sum insured, age, relationship
availability.
We will enhance the comparison based on policy features, add-on covers, etc in the upcoming
versions. The basic version is available now. Please check it out, and you could write feedback/
suggestions to us at support@agentaux.com. We would love to hear from you
Features
* We can edit selected policy for comparison
* We can share the comparison policy quotation.
Please refer to the following steps to compare policies on agentAUX
The comparison option is available on the summary page.
Steps
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Step 1: Calculate the policy premium as usual, then go to summary page.

Step 2: On Summary Page, Comparison Button is available on bottom of the page. Click on it

Step 3: It navigates to policy list to select policies to compare. Minimum 1 and Maximum 3 policies are
allowed now
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policies and Please choose policies like below.

Step 4: Click “COMPARE” button on bottom page to start. Then it shows the policies details like
below

The options on comparison page
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1. You can view short overview by clicking on collapse icon on each card for a speci c policy

2. You can edit a speci c policy by clicking on “Edit Policy” on comparison. It navigates to premium
calculator
We can save the edited changes only on edited policy or all the policies.
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1. Apply to this policy only

2. Apply to all policies - edit platinum policy

3. We can share the comparison policy quotation.

4. We can view the overview of the comparison in table.

